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NYjl05-134593|^^ ^

believed FISHER could be reached at telephone number
but again considered this number as questionable, (U)

Source further advised thatl
know each other by their first names..

FISHER
FISHER reportedly had

just returned frornva visit to the Middle East, and Geneva.
Source continued that
in Cambridge Mass., and bringing along one[

Jnentioned visiting FISHER (ph)

whom described
[

of the USA. Who deals with the Middle East]
from the Institute

problem". ! 1 reportedly advised FISHER (ph) that

|
is eager to meet with FISHER (ph) as well as "those

professors we met the last time".feT
jjjj

Referenced NY letter of 4/30/73 set forth information
re the planned travel of I |fco

Cambridge, Massre I Information from ] at
was to deliver an address atthat time revealed that

Harvard University. NY had requested established source
coverage.

(jj)

Referenced Boston letter of 6/25/73 advised that
established sources could provide no information re either

(U)

For the information of Boston,
affiliated with the

1 , known
Political Branch of the KGB. His

b6
b7C
b7D

to be
main interests lie in matters pertaining to the Middle East,
particularly (at present) US policy towards the Middle East
situation. | f while not,known to be affiliated with
the SIS, is similarly disposed. (Si (U)

while not known to be affiliated with the
SIS, is associated with the USA Institute, a large Soviet
study group, which reviews and interprets information pertinent
to all aspects of US society.

(JT)

In the event Boston should desire to disseminate
any information resulting from its investigation of captioned

(U)

-2-



(U)

unsub, the above Soviets are to be documented as follows=X
I lis a Soviet national employed

.

as a I .1 at the Soviet Mission to the United
Nations, 136 East 67th Street, NYC, NY.

(jjj

Based upon available information and/or investigation,
I lis considered ,ta be connected with the Soviet
Intelligence Services,

(jj)

I l is a Soviet national employed
as a I I at the Soviet Mission to the United
Nations, 136 East 67th Street, NYC, NY.

5^ (uj

I I is a Soviet national who is an
employee of the Soviet Mission to the United Nations,
136 East 67th Street, NYC, NY. jgjT ^

Boston is requested to handle captioned subject
in accordance with Section 105N, MOI.

(U)

.IN THE EVENT THE ABOVE INFORMATION ATTRIBUTED TOI
L

I lit JU V XJJUH M V J.1 v **--»*-*-—

^

1tom in'
1

, such
COMMUNICATION SHOULD BE CLASSIFIED “CONFIDENTIAL - NO
FOREIGN DISSEMINATION

*

1

, TO PROTECT THE IDENTITY OF THIS
SENSITIVE SOURCE^ WHICH REVEALS THE BUREAU' S INTEREST~IN A
FOREIGN ESTABLISHMENT.

(U)
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1 I Beirut
r~i Bern
I I Bonn
[ I Brasilia

Buenos Aires
I | Caracas
i I Hong Kong0 London
I I Madrid
j i Manila
I I Mexico City
I I Ottawa

Paris
i I Rome
I I Singapore
( j Tel Aviv
I—

I

Tokyo
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>-IRELAND
b6
b7C

Retention For appropriate
|

[ For information optional action Surep, by —
f,

j—

|

The enclosed is for your information. If used in a future report, LI] conceal all £
sources, £LU paraphrase contents. * |

| |
Enclosed are corrected pages from report of SA : |
dated ’ . K

Remarks:
j|

Re: Ur routing slip to Bureau dated 9/1/76,
|

captioned as above, with attachments.
_

I
A -pfiv-i pw nf ttutttq Ti lfts on the names set out in

|

London airtel 9/9/75- caption-
|

edl I were neg ative except for
and |

inform-
p

ation on whom was furnished in WO letter with •
f

enclosures 3/2/76 captione I 7W
and furnished to Legat, London on 3/9/76T6T
Attached are xerox copies of^hpve described 07 |s7G
WFO letter with attachments. j y -

Z. nn
P'0„ t<3f "2S833Z

l

'
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Title is being marked "CHANGED" to reflect the
name of the’ subject as ROGER DUMI4ER FISHER as determined
from investigation at Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass
The title was formerly carried a.q ."TraSTfR; Pngpi^'isher

nfYC~

«v^ r{

> V r (

°\ $

v

.tL i
1

|x0 v> y

( PH) In Contact Wit lx I ,

1/22 23/74 , IS-R."
(TJ)

i
Re New York airtel to the Bureau dated 1/31/74

captioned "IJNSUB: Roger Fis her (PH) In Contact With
JYC, on 1/22- 23/74 , IS~R";

b6
b7C

\

'Bure au rout tn^^u..ip..-to. .Bos ton and New. York dated 2/11/74 1

captioned "TT'/STTTV. Ra^ar Fisher (PH) In’.Contact with

/ Sy^upean
1 ^ (2

NYC, on 1/22- 23/74 , IS-R."

OL
(U)

(1
J

RYFIS T-TVP N

217372
)

243240
;

232290

1

(U)

b6
(U) b7C

3 - New York (RM)
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On 2/12/74, a reviex? of
1 the .'Harvard University

• Directory of Faculty- professional...and Administrative-
Staff , Students , on Page '26 for the" academic year 1973-

1974 reflected a listing for ROGER DUMMER FISHER which
noted that, this individual was a recipient of an AB and
ai-LLB^ degree. He is listed as Professor 'of Law,, and an
associate of Dudley. House. He is located at the Faculty-
Office Building 3o4 and his resident- address was reflected
as 16 RayerycatUer Street, Cambridge, Mass . f^L^' ....

Cambridge
a listing

Cambr idge

197.4_.Boston (Mass.) Director
which was 'reviewed -on.

.

2/12/7
which includes

,
reflected''

for professor ROGER FISHER which not* this
individual was a;

phone # 354-491?
sociatei

Cambridge,, telephone # 876- 5722 .

ated with Harvard Law School, tele-
resided at 16 Fayerweather Street,

!
On 2/12/74, inquiry at Harvard Law School with-

out disclosure of identity resulted in determining that
ROGER FISHER could be located at telephone fr 495-4615.
It is noted that referenced communication listed thej:ele~
phone / of UNSUB, ROGER FISHER, as being 495-46*5 mi

riL-
A review on 2/3 2/?/' of the Who’s Wtfo in America,

•- Page 1012 of the 1972 73 edition. Volume One,f reflected
“

a listing .for ROGER DUMMER FISHER which noted that he
was a lawyer and an educator .and was born in Winnetha,
X14.ino.is, 5/28/22, th^-sofA^f WALTER TAYLOR l and J^j;HERIN^4/5//l'4

; 5^DlMr>®R 5 .
F... He graduated from .the North Shore country

:'r ‘ Day School, Winnetha in 1939-. He received a AB degree'
• from Harvard University in 1943 and an LLB Magna Cum •

Muae ln
3^T?#t < Omm&ws* ,

• Pie was married to I I b
and 4s children are

|
[ancf]

| b
; FISHER was admitted to the Mass. Bar ill 1940 ana the DC

,
Bar in 1950. Pie was assistant

#
to the. General Council,

then assistant to the Deputy U.*S. Special Representative
i-^ -an* tv— •* - ,• , - >

,

aegrei

Oo*!

and j-jis children are
FISHER was admitted Bar. ip. 4b ana

the. General Council,
Special Representative

f(o.
st.

C.A/ipXW&r AlAAS,

H*K

s



to ECA, Paris , 1943 to 194,9 * He was with the firm of
Covington and Burling, Washington, from 1950 to 1956.
He was an assistant to the Solicitor Geners.1 of the jj.s.
from 1956 through 195S. FISHER xvas a Lecturer in Law
at Harvard Law School from- 1953 through i960' and a
Professor of Law from i960 up until the publication of
Who's Who in America. He xvas a visiting professor to the
International Relations Department at .the London School
of 'Economics from 1965 to 1966. He was editor of' Cons.
Public Affairs, WGBH-TV, Cambridge, 1969, and was the
originator and first executive editor of The Advocates
series on public TV in 1969 1970 and was- its moderator
in 1970- 197.1 « He was a trustee of Hudson Institute.

FISHER served as First Lieutenant, USAAF, 1942-
1946. He was a Guggenheim fellow, 1965-1966. He is a
-Fellow of t£e American Academy of Arts and Sciences and
a member of the American Society of International Law,
and was a member of its executive council, I96I-I964
ahd 1966-1969.

He is a member of the American Bar Association ‘

and the Commission To Study Organization of Peace and
the Council of Foreign Relations. He was a member of
the Metropolitan Club of Washington and an author of
International Conflict for Beginners, 1969. He was
the editor and co-author of International Conflict and
Behavioral Science- The Craigville Papers, 1964. He
is the associate editor of the Journal Conflict Resolution.
He is a contributor of articles on disarmament and inter-
national law. His home, according to Who's Who, was 'reflected
as 12 Ash Street, Cambridge,* Mass., 02136 .

' J

Available references relative to FISHER
appearing in the Boston Office were reviewed and referred
to The Advocates, supra, a program on public TV in
Cambridge, Mass., wherein |

interviewed. This reference was dated in September,
197°. Q^|u) '/•

3



Bsj^5-NEWJ
(U)

A reference in August., 1971., was noted relative
to The’ Advocates wherein FISHER attempted to interview

|

“ |At the- suggestion of the Rand Corporation,
he was not interviewed.

Based- upon the foregoing and information
appearing within refererenced New York airtel 5 it would
appear that FISHER in view of his international law
background^ wpuld have justification^XorJiaving contact
with the Soviets especially s ince it was ind icated that

was described as
| |

from the
rn.gr.itnr.p nr

. USA and de als with the Middle East.,
problem' 1

andf is noted as being
interested in matters pertaining to the- Middle East
and particularly u.S. policy towards the Middle East
situation.

jjjj

No indication that FISHER is associated with
any defense effort was noted. uStA

(jj)

'

Referenced Bureau routing slip noted that
Bureau indices contained a reference for nnp norara

FTSHFR apparently j dentinal to Kn’nienf,

L

IS)

Boston will
upon receipt oi—luis communication irom ju£w York
assess its pertinence relative to instant investigation.

LEADS
r. a ^

NEW YORK

b6
b7C

bl

IS)

AT NEW 'YORE; HEW YORK

Wild fm-nish Tariffton —

W< IS) .

bl



Will upon receipt of requested communication
from New York, consider if further investigation would
be ’warranted in -this matter.
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ROGER DIMMER FISHER
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Referenced Boston letter of 3/20/74- requested
that New York forward to Boston a copy of referenced NY
airtel dated^ 2/7/73 > which contained information regarding
subject. <GS^ (U) j/^\A Q

~B
l
r>-r» -HVie. infnpmgpinn r»f -h~ho ~Rr»g-hr>n Office
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|
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NOVEMBER 2. 1972

No further information regarding subject was
contained in either the referenced NY airtel. or the LHM

EXTREME CARE SHOULD BE EXERCISED IN HANDLING
INFORMATION FURNISHED BY1 IT MUST BE SUITABLY
PARAPHRASED IN MY oumiUNiOATlUN AND SHOULD BE CLASSIFIED
SEORET-NO FOREIGN" DISSEMINATION" WHEN BTSSFKtNa'TeT)
OUTSIDE THE BUREAU.
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Memorandum (peRgr

^CLASsisir— ^
REASON:
DECLA£

TO

fro:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC , BOSTON
-| (105

“221exeiipted FIOH AUTOMATIC
declassification

date:

0
}

AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
subject: ROGER DIMMER FISHER fbi automatic declassification guide/

IS - R |TS3T i TT i
EXEMPTION CODE ZSXUMG)

(U) DATE 04-11-2013
F97M74K90

TOO: TON)

Re New York letter to the Bureau, 4/9/74 and Boston
;

letter to the Bureau, 3/20/74. jSS^(TT)

(Sf

hvl

T?af>

|

PVPnQPri TJp»W Ynrlf 1 <a-h.f-.AT> nrvhari iirPnrmaH nn •f
,in»n4^hof3 V

Ithat I
bl
b6

«S 'bl C

|NReferenced Boston letter noted that subject has a j~ xstrong interest in International Relations and International
, ^ \

Law. He has also expressed an interest in the Middle East g- Mv
situation through an interview of a ' '

*** "
-U WWIW.WJLWU WUi VU0U view <JJL a

| I ( *

during a program .on Boston television in Cambridge, Mass, con- If \ »

.
ducted by FISHER

(U)
1. \\

me abouNotierogatoi^y information has come about as a result (U)<
of this information relative to FISHER.

UACB, no further investigation is being conducted
at Boston. UACB ^closed.

ST-114

- '

REC-4T //)7 { Ua>KV\ v«-«isified by: 3417
C) kW^ 0 Exemgr-eremJ^ 3

^ \J Dgjife---ef^eciasdTr£,iGai^on Indefinite

4-Bureau (RMl

[gflQq- (
ROGER FISHERY

nil05-217372

)

JGN/smd
(6)

jJUN 14 15)4

2-Bosuon (T-tL05-2219Sl (ROGER FISHER) (C)
' (l-105-2ll52r 1(0}(3)-105-2ll52[

*>
,

V

_

h Ml f. *

#4 wt
a

D@clpastfJ(ons OADR
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(U)

Instant communication is being. c.t a ocifM an

since it contains information furnished by
information should be classified "SEGUES! - i^u j '

UKi&lttJM

This

DISSEMINATION" when disseminated outside the Bureau. This
information as it appears in this communication has been
paraphrased.

'

(g)



EXEMPTED FROM AUTOMATIC
DECLASSIFICATION
“AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
EXEMPTION CODE Z5X(6)

ALL I LIT Oil COE! 3

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT
E SHOOT OTHERWISE

Via AIRTEL ffmbMcs$t
(Precedence

)

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEW YORK 1^05-134593)^,'^

3?

-SECRST-

ROGEE DUMMER

(U)
(00: NY)

i’ISHER

h/%
efossiMfes

lesiassp^a? P1B1,

f
1/R1/74. captioned

in Contact with I I

BS letter to Bureau, dated 3/20/74,.

ReNYairtel to Bureau and BS, data

l

11UNSUB : ROGER FISHER (ph,

)

|NYC S on 1/22-23/74;
captioned "ROGER DUMMER FISHER", in which Boston set
reei]Its of investigation at Boston concerning FISHER;

4w>(S)

Enclosed for the Bureau and Boston is one copy each
of an article authored by ROGER FISHER, "professor of law at
Harvard", which.appeared in the "New York Times" on lg/j.2/75"
Author is presudfoktl identical .to ,ROGER Dl

NY

n

that
telet^ffe to t'Re ^Bureau, ds

]had established that[_

dvis-ed
had contacted

FISHER and that it appeared evident that both parties knew each
other by their first names. FISHER reportedly had just returned
from a vis-it to the Middle East, and Gerwa. Source advised
that!

0

chusetts- and.
whom

|

of the USA who
problem".

'2/Bureau
-Boston

mentioned visiiiingi FISHER in Cambridge, Massa-
' • - 1

J(Bufile 105-2^3240)
Tfrom the Institute

Springing alon
described as

1-New York"]( 105-115689)
1-New York

bl
b6
b7C

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C

Approved:



^tSeEET"

1,1

that! I is eager to meet with FISHER as well as those
professors we met the last time. '| |was believed to b /

have delivered an. address at Harvard University on approxi- b'/

mately *1/30/73* and the MO speculates that I piet

FISHER on this occasion. ^
while not known to have been affiliated with

SIS* was associated with the USA Institute* a large Soviet
study group which reviews and interprets information pertinent
to all aspects of US society. I 1 departed the US in June
Of 1974 •m mi

is known to be affiliated with the
Political Branch of the KOB, His main interests lie in
matters pertaining to the Middle Bast. B^^ed upon available
information and/or investigetionj I is considered sCcJK
to be connected with the Soviet Intelligence Services (SIS) (U

Boston is aware* of course* of FISHER 1 s academic
background and credentials* which ax^ sej forth in Boston
letter to the Bureau* dated 3/20/7*1

By routing slip dated 2/11/7*1. the Bureau advised
that their indices referenced FISHER] t

|
The Bureau is requested to

update their indices review for any additional references

and advise Boston and HY accordingly
(g)

KYO has no positive evidence that
| |

bt

actually met with FISHER ps they apparently intended to;

and there is no indication that I ,J hag met FISp?
consistently. In addition* enclosed article states thac

FISHER recently "spent six months in the Middle Bast * thus

probably/^Avaftfcing any contact. However

*

| I
is

.

possibly aware- Of FISHER's recent publication and may desire

to renew iiai*(M&tacts with FISHER.

S



4

UACB, NYO requests that Boston conduct background
investigation of FISHER with the purpose of conducting an
interview if feasible and on Bureau authority in accordance
with 105N of the M of I. Care should be exercised to protect
the original source in this matter. Because the NYO is not
certain of the extent of contact b.vl |or other
Soviet nationals, it is recommended that Boston approach
this interview on substantially a pretext basis. Although
the NYO would be ini^r£s±ad_jifi developing any relationship
between FISHER and l I initial contact with FISHER
p.hnnid foe ns solely on obtaining a personality assessment of

l or any other Soviets with whom FISHER has had

.

contact; however, Boston should be alert for the possibility
of asset development of FISHER.

- 3 -

cr

tr
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I

For U.S.jmd F.L.O. Talks
' CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — The sooner

the United States begins exploratory

talks with Palestinians of all views

the better it will be for ns, for Israel,

and for peace in the Middle East. The

logic for opening a dialogue with those

Palestinians in the Palestine Libera-

tion Organization who are willing to

talk with us is compelling:

1. The Palestinians are important.

Everyone, most of all Israel, recog-

nizes that Palestinians constitute the

core of the Arab-Israeli conflict. If

the center of gravity of the Palestinian

movement can be persuaded to accept

a peaceful settlement with Israel, then

peace with Egypt, Syria and Jordan

should not be too difficult. But if most

Palestinians oppose a settlements

peace with the Arab states is doubtful

and real peace is out of the question.

2. Peace with the Palestinians re-

quires peaceful means. Political ostra-

cism and military measures simply

inflame the Palestinian problem. Pales-

tinians cannot be expected to abandon

violence until they see some alterna-

tive. It is more clearly to our interest

than theirs that they become involved

in the political peacemaking process.

3. The Palestinians may be best

represented by the P.L.O. Suggestions

that we talk with Palestinians but not

with the P.L.O. misperceive both the

problem and our proper objective.

There are no other Palestinians

interested in negotiating. Many Pales-

tinians disagree with one or more

P.L.O. actions or statements but

all insist that it is with the P.L.O.

that the world must deal and it is

through the P.L.O. that change must

take place.

The only Palestinians rejecting the

P.L.O. are those very extremists who
fear peace with Israel and who also

reject the idea of talking. But even

if there were some conservative

Palestinians who were willing, to

negotiate, we should probably prefer.,

to have the P.L.O. caught ufTtlTTHe

negotiating process.

By Roger Fisher

It is only the most powerful Pales-

tinians—ones who have earned their

spurs in the armed struggle—who can

carry the bulk of the Palestinian

people with them in talking with us

and in making peace with Israel. We
need not recognize the P.L.O. nor

negotiate with it to recognize the

desirability of involving its leaders in

future negotiations.

4. We should not wait for a

unilateral acceptance of Israel. There

is now a standoff in which Israel does

not recognize the P.L.O. and the P.L.O.

does not recognize Israel. It is politi-

cally impossible for either side to

move first. A Yitzhak Rabin who uni-

laterally announced that in exchange

for nothing Israel would recognize the

P.L.O, and would accept the existence

of a Palestinian state (even though

the P.L.O. still did not recognize Israel

nor the existence of an Israeli state)

would be promptly out of office.

So would a Yasir Arafat who uni-

laterally announced that the P.L.O.

recognized Israel and accepted the

existence of an Israeli' state, while

Israel still refused to recognize the

P.L.O. or the right of the Palestinians

to have their state.

The United States, through explora-

tory talks with both sides, must seek

to find some acceptable formula for

mutual acceptance and some accept-

able basis for negotiations. It will not

happen simply by waiting.

5. Delay is costly. With Arabs, as

perhaps nowhere else, personal con-

tact over a period of time is crucial.

It provides a basis for mutual confi-

dence and productive discussion.

Officials in our Government should

be establishing now those personal

relationships with Palestinian leaders

that will be needed in the future.

Each day’s delay limits our future

ability to influence events. Refusal to

listen to Palestinian concerns as

expressed by their leaders Is like

stuffing cotton in our ears. It deprives

us of the understanding we need to

be most effective in persuading them

and in reconciling their genuine inter-

ests with those of the Israelis..

Finally, delay runs the risk that
,

Mr. Arafat might die or otherwise

leave office, requiring some other

Palestinian leader to demonstrate his

toughness for* two or three years

before he felt strong enough p sit

down and talk.
j

6 Talking would have a construc-

tive impact. If those Palestinian* will-

in'* to talk get no response, those who

insist upon violence will get increas-

ing support. Among Palestinians, Mr.

Arafat is seen as a pragmatic, non-

ideological, national leader who is pre-

pared to talk. George Habash and some

others outside the P.L.O.. are the ex-

tremists who propose military meas-

ures until there is no Israel.

For the United States to open talks

with officials of the P.L.O. would not

be seen as rewarding violence. Where

it counts—that is, among Palestinians

exploratory talks would increase, the

political power of those Palestinians

who are prepared to pursue their

future by political means. Further, an

ongoing dialogue about questions of

status and the basis for serious

negotiations reduces the danger of

further destructive and inflammatory

“dialogue by epithet” as in the

General Assembly charges of racism.
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Roger Fisher, professor of law at

Harvard, recently spent six months in

the Middle East as executive editor

for the public-television series ‘‘Arabs

and Israelis."
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ROGER DUMIER^FlSHER

REBSLET APRIL 7, 1976, AND HYAIRTEL APRIL 14, 1976.

THIS CONFIRMS BUREAU CALL TO BOSTON APRIL 20, 1976, VIA

SECURE LINE, WHICH INSTRUCTED THAT INTERVIEW OF SUBJECT

SHOULD NOT BE CONDUCTED.

INFORMATION CONTAINED IN BUREAU FILES INDICATES THE

SUBJECT DOES NOT APPEAR TO BE THE TYPE OF INDIVIDUAL WHO WOULD

BE AMENABLE TO AN INTERVIEW BY THIS BUREAU CONCERNING HIS

CONTACTS WITH SOVIET OFFICIALS. ADDITIONALLY, IN VIEW OF THE

FACT THAT THE CONTACT
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INFORMATION TO INDICATE CONTINUED CONTACT BETWEEN SUBJECT

AND IT IS BELIEVED NO INTERVIEW SHOULD BE

CONDUCTED IN THIS MATTER.

END.
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The New York Office (NYO) previously asked

Boston to conduct investigation regarding Fisher, a Professor
of Law, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts, pursuant
to Manual of Instructions, Section 107N, with a view toward
interviewing him upon Bureau authority. NYO was desireous
of determining subject’s asset potential since, according
to a sensitive sonrga

, he had been contacted by
KGB (PR) on 1/23/74. * The NYO noted

the subject recently published an article in the "New York
Times" concerning the Mid-East situation which they felt
might come to

| J

attention , and thereafter stimulate
another contact between Fisher andQ

I

The above
contact dealt, m±h a-r-r?mgiTig of a meeting between Fisher,

(no known intelligence affiliation)
and certain unspecified professors. It~i.s not known whether
the meeting actually took place; however ,|

|is
believed to have delivered an address at Harvard previous
to this contact. Fisher is a former Assistant to the
Solicitor General of the U. S. and is considered prominent
in his field. While no substantial derogatory information
was developed concerning him, it is noted his name appeared
on a list entitled "Delegates to the Town Meeting" of
the American Youth Congress (AYC) and he reportedly
attended the annual closed meeting of AYC in 1941. (The
AYC was designated by the Department pursuant to Executive
Order 10450) . Also, available information indicates his
father was associated with a number of organizations during
the late 1930's and early 1940's which have been cited as
communist dominated or controlled. Subject has had contact

NOTE CONTINUED PAGE 3
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NOTE CONTINUED:

with Soviet Ambassador Anatoli F. Dobrynin in 1966 in
connection with an attempt to stop the Vietnam War. Fisher
is a specialist in International Law, Relations and Conflict
and he has been involved in matters relating to the Mid-East
situation, which also is| |area of expertise.
Referenced Boston communication recommended against interview
of subject since they feel it could result in untoward
criticism of the Bureau. Referenced NYO airtel restated their
request for Boston to interview Fisher, UACB- FBIKQ feels that
subject would not be amenable to an interview, and that the
information to be gained does not warrant same.

jjjj
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ReNYairtel to the Bureau, dated 1/9/76; BSlet
to Bureau, dated 4/7/76.

Referenced New York letter advised Boston of t|ie

fact that New York believed| |(Bufile
105-217372) had established contact with captioned subject.
New York is cognizant of FISHER*s academic qualifications,
and the fact that his interests in the Middle East justifies
contact with a representative of a country which is acutely
involved in Middle Eastern affairs,

Nothwithstanding FISHER* s altruistic and academic
intentions, he may nonetheless be vulnerable to
ulterior objectives, in fact, NYO views any conraces ny

open to suspicion inasmuch as he is an adroit,
experienced KGB officer of the Political Branch. Furthermore

confidential
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NYi 105-134593

CONFI^jTlAL

(U)

NYO is anxious for any information of an assessment nature
pnd the manner in which he is able toconcerning

institute contact with people of a caliber such as FISHER.
Furthermore, should FISHER be amenable to contact with the
Bureau

, NYO is anxious to pursue the relationship between
F ISHER |

~1 as welj as any other Soviets operating
out of the United Nations

. (TT)
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Therefore, NYO respectfully resubmits that Boston,
UACB, interview FISHER, in accordance with 105N of the M of I.
In this respect, for the information of Boston, Bureau letter
to SAC, New York, dated 7/13/73, captioned "SPIA, ESP - R" set
forth the recommendation that all contacts of SIS personnel
should be interviewed, as "only in this way can the maximum
number of sources be developed and the widest spectrum of
personali ty assessment data be collected." In view of the
fact that]

I |
the NYO remains desirous of benefiting from 7^-X

any information that Boston is able to solicit from FISHER.v)^/ (U)


